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Families ordinarily, make individual adjuitments to the
variety of social institutions' with..which they sire linked,.
It is only when'these adjustments appear to hav negative
consequehcet or lead to dysfuntion for a' large number of
people that interest turns to a serious examination of the
interfaces involved. Currently in this society there are a
number of areas in which family\has'come to mean controversy..
In housing and education there is conflict over familial
discretation versus state i-esponsibility for equity in edu-
cational opportunity with thp slogan "Forced Busing!' indicat-
ing the fervor of the dispute. Religious..groups pdrpo-ting

d-to represent families have challenge the curriculi in many.
communities in such diverse issues as sex education, choice
of holidays to celebrate, and library content. Legislators
have found such seemingly innocuous progiams as daycare to
be-htghly charged topics in terms of what different groups
thought the program meant for fannies and familial choice.

:-Each'df these and other points of interface fell within
the purpose of this discussion. Kowever, for specific illus-
tratioh-Of.this network of ideas emphasis is'placed on the
pressureS, changes, and dynamiqsaof the interface between
families,and the economic institutions.` It can be,ieadily
documented that this area of change has required action by
most families in this society recent)_y and currgnty.

Occupational Pa ici a
.

Adult wpinen are now normatively working out the home.
It cannot, be seen as a deviant practice. About 1 -3 million
women in Ne labor force 'in March, 103 'had children under the
age of 18 years; 4.8 million of, theselworking mothers had
children he age of six. The presence of young childrqn"in

1the famil has a direct effect on the mother's labor force 1

participation. Among married women living with their husbands
only one -third of the mothers with ehildreh under years, but
half of the mothers with school-age children only, are workers.
Among widows, divorcees and women separated from their husbands,
however, nearly half (47/) of those with preschool children are
workers. But if they have school-agQ children ocly, about
two out of three of these women are in the labor force'(Women's
Bureau U.S.D.L. 1974). Recent estimates suggest these figures
are conservative and that,t,he trend continues, 'even though the
economic situation has nbt been flourishing. (Women's Bureau
U.S.D.L. 1976).



A married woman is more apt, t be working if her husband's
income. is between 47,000 and-49,999; 49% of such -women work.
She is least apt to be working if -her husband's income is
below $5,000 or is $10,000 or over (37% and 41% respectively

The saliency of- occupational participation by women for
-v. potential rearrangement of sex role expectations has. been
:jnoted in many researches. With the advent- of married-women,
and mothers in particular, assuming. full -time employment out-
side the home, major reallocation of energies takes place.
When a woman shifts from full-time h-usework to full -time
out3Lde work, her talents are so dra ally redistributed
that both the family and the economic em are profoundly
affected (Blood, 1965).

Realizing the.-techni4d1 level which -our recent work-
shops and current theory book writers have aspired, it is, .

necessary to note that the approach in this paper. might best=
be termed a network of ideas rather than a theory -in a rigor-.
ous sense. It-Suggests a way to organize the analySisof
research and policy both past and proposed to understand 'if the
interplay between families and societies. Perhaps, it can be
tightened down and more general ,Statement of prtvositions,made
when tested.

With this limitation in mind, returning to examining the
strategic importance of occupation in sex rolenchanges it is
necessary to see some of the variation with the impressive.

* shift of-wives and mothers into the work place. The husband-
father had been defined as breadwinner and negotiator-with-
the economic sector, a larger scope for the wife-mother became
possible if not probable. There is general agreement that a
change from asymeterical male-female roles has occured con-
currently with this employment change towarolf-a less differ-
entiated aitd unequal description of role content. However,
some anemones in the shift are apparent.. Numerous studies
over the years have not found major changes in time expended
for housework for men and women when- there. is dual employment
or dual career (Walker, 1976). Maintaining status differences
in the husband's favor have been thought to be helpful in
maintaining family stability and' satisfaction even among the
dual career marriages '(Poloma and Garland, 1971, Epstein, 197L).
Historically, the dual-work family is not new. Families once
.all l'ved and worked together on the farm and in guilds, but

nth he Industrial Revblution, the men and women left the
ome or irldustry. Epstein (1971) observes that women were ex-

cluded from roles which put them in competition with their



husbands. The woman's role was in the "home with the child
or in -menial unskilled or homelike tasks in industry- Only
those who could not T4nd_a husband maintained a career. Gradu-
ally, some women were allowed to maintain a career after
marriage, but certainly not once pregnancy occurred". While
Steinmetz (1974) has questioned the premise, it still is
commonly believed that a man must be gainfully employed in
order to be considered a good father, but a woman is considered
a good mother if she does not have employment. Today most
women are considering employment although the strain may be
greater than if the woman st ys out of the work foice
(Theodore,.1971). It appear that where choices appear possir

ole, women make their educatoonal, work and life style deci-
sions around the,preferences of husband, child rearing and
child spacing patterns rather than in an equalitai-ian pattern.
of decision making. The research supporting this contention
has been primarily with the dual-career family (Epstein, 1971
Foloma and Carland,-1971), 146ffman, 1963, 1961; Blood,1966,
1963; Burr, 1973; Weil, 1971; Rapoport and'Rapoport, .1969,
-1971a, 197111) where the wife's cofltribueion%is a a professional
level. The extent to which women at other soclo-economic
levels also follow this pattern has been assumed to be high,
but little empirical evidence is available. Hoffman (1973) has
developed an analysis and review of employment of women, educa-'
tion, and fertility which points to the- difficulties in teasin
out the casualties and relationships.

Rapoport and Rapoport -(1971c) feel it is important to
differentiate between the terms "career" and "work". They
define tile dual-career family as when "both heads of household
ptirsue careers and, at the same time, maintain a family -life
tosether." The career they identify as requiring a "higher
degree of commitment and having a continuous asymmetrical
developmental character," whereas, work is "any kind of gain-
ful employment.' They note ?hat dual-worker families are more

than dnumerous thaual-career Eamiliesaa_This may simply be an
artifact of the economic systaenr, butAl-aFay be accentuated by
the processes necessary to maintain famPial life under the
stresses of present-day career expegraiiens.

aao

Role segregation andorigidi y have been known to have
varied by social -- economic class. Bott/(1957 ) noted the de-
fined division of labof into male and female tasks which one
comprised only at great risk eo,self-esteem. Rainwater (1965)
documents the blue- collar or lower-middle-class as having a
mixed ehodel of roles tefi ing toward rigidity and segregation.



Romorov3ky (1961),s ges 4a cu /linear hypothesis,accordin
to socio-economic class ich is supported in her research,
"the greater the influ o th wife in lower socio-economid
'classes and higher rate ff joint involement of young couples."
Scanzoni (1971) develops a more mplex relationship for Back
families, with divetse reference scups and some tendency to-
ward equalitarian assessment of roles and wife's work commit-
ment. lk

In.ditcussing-the traditional family model of the work-
ing.class, it iS important to relate some information about
the. wt the blue - collar wi.f . AIthough-the- wifeis-working-
is often the difference between poverty and "making it," the
jobs that they gold are often teChnicaTix marginal. This is
liartiatlY'beCauseof-their lack of skills and education and
part.1411-t ) becuase oflegal4 cultural and sociological barriers.
"Women are restricted -to: ertain number of jobs and traces
with, common characteristi

1., Women's work is unskilled or almost un-
skilled work calling for:
a. great reislience
b.. manual desterity'
Women's work is fragmented and purely
operative. AP

'Women's work is podrly paid.
4. Women's.work involveS no responsibilities."

(GUbbels, 1972)

Shostak (1969) suggests:that a small but growing number of
families in this population are adopting a less 'traditional,
mere modern family style. Communication and shared responsi-
bility for decision-making may occur; at least in the eprly life
cycle of the family.t

Oua1 non_-empldyment

While much attention has been ,given to families who have
difficulty functioning in,employment system and the faniily has
received Mich abuse as the causative agent ittle,comparativ
analysis.in sex role' changes has reallybeen ace plished. In
fact, some a tribution ,of-tradittonal sex role, finitions 'to
su-cess has een assumed by dome. .( Moynihan, 1965). The under-
ly- qg legislation for social programs to,thespoor and unemployed
ha .a schizophrenic quality,, on oneThand'encouraged'the mother-

e to take any fob available,. on trl,e other hand suggesting
at she shoUld be at hcAe with her dependent children by the

s nctions givE. In contrast there is a co_ rison of welfare



departments in most, cities with' the pVlygemaus.husband in
some pri;Itive'agricultUral cultures,who, havi4 taken-on
a multitude of wives'riquiresithat they be Litterly,faithful
to him an& stay within his hareme. The welfare department LS
a jealous taskmaster r taring ;hat viomen'and.children take
status Placement fro he welfare department and not have
other men in t eir lives. This was commonly known as "the
man in the house ru ." (Kadushin, 1967). The fury over
Moynihan!.s view of black family inadequacy, did note soMe
value in sex role typing ( miles, 1971).

The interaction between Jaen and women Later sex
roles does not require the standard nuclear family o classi-
cal and modern mythology. Individuals of all ages lly
th4mselves With familial and quasi familial units of y sorts
depending upon the saliency of the arrangement for the other
activities. In fact, the utility of the 'family society inter-
face for transfer of information:-and resources, may determine
the strength of the'individual's familial invOlvement.

In figure I the diagram shows that while we may use "The
Family" as a general summarizing term the, interface of interest
here is really that of specific families making contact with
different sectors of the society with specific interchanges.

Demographers And students of the family have a basic
problem in terms of level of abstraction to be used. For
example, one may talk of trends in fertility as a major social
phenomenabut in the end it is indfvidual,,women who:,-do or do
not have babies. One attempts to see if the process is-the
same, but the-content differs for farm' ies of different char--
acteriStios located in differing posit ons the social
structure or some intermediate of the t o

The short review of the diversity of family occupational
participation presented here suggests that the opportunities
for sex role sh"fts in the family May be similar, but the
messages from t e work place may differ. INn variant family
forms there may also be different opportunities for sex'role
arrangements.
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Several 'a a1ogies have been rased to characterize the gen-
.

eral.relationship between family and society. The biological
Napproach has been that of a semi-permable membrane. With
ideas and things passing baik and forth between the larger
-siiCial'hbody"-and the familial cell." Thus, family members
perceptions and attitudes filtered available social-precepts
and the society rewarded or punished familial performance.
The physics apology drew upon the relative simplicity of the
two-body problem versus other structures and focused on'the

*marital dyad and other dyads to be explained. Computer
simulation hag allowed for thfikpossibilit of feedback and
interactio*.effect, but has tended to emp size linear re-
lationships. The rather strong .critique o the research
using the family only as a dependent variable has also dra'
attention to interaction and feedback. (Blood, 1972)

F

Exchange theory andiEoncepts borrowed from economics
Mtheories have indicated at individual family members may

have special functions in mediating between the family and
other institutions. For example, this idea has been well
received in the health field and the "brokerage" role for
family members and/or those assisting the family has'been
seen 'crucial in a complex medical-health delivery System.

ogies to other social change phenomena have also
been common. - There are.several-parallels. to the integration
experience that have been developed for women' s movement
(Duberman, 1975). Comparisons to the adoption of technology

hybrid seed corn) have shown that there may be sub-
categories of families or family members Ao have a different
positipn iii the flow of new ideas and their experimental.
trial. The study of attitudes and behavior in many other
subjects has indicated that care must be taken not to assume
the order in which these two:concepts are ated. The use
of change of behavior to affect-attitude 11 become an
established change technique. The consciousness raising proT
cess as a means for opening paths for information and change
has been a major impetus for the growth of the Black vomen's
elderly, and Indian groups;

Over twenty years ago Parson, Bales and colleagues
(1955: Chapter Two) propos d to unify structural-functional
and Neo-Freuden theory to ap-ly to the analysis of the
American family. It seems to haVebecome a comfort4b1e way
to analyze families, perhaps -because Ehe model fits the shape
of the culture so well, and the current behavior at tt-it time
(Pitts, 1964: 63,74). The implicit values are less comfort-

-able today. Theories of human development or social structure
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have in many cases been, built on concepts which suggest stabil-

ity as eimportant or ne essary. Zimmerman's classic analogy of

present family "disor nization"as-parallelting the downfall

of empires or Parson' -view of.the family roles of busb d

and wife as ins ental and expressive illustrate vi ws" which

t'.5
posit homestatis rather than a wing equilibrium as p !fer-

able. (Zimmerman, 1972; Parsons, 19 ). Some of the ma ernal

deprivation studies have developed-theory which assumed male
and feMhle responsibilities in the society as basically

fixed without thosough examination of thesa assumptions /

(Rutter, 1972). Certainly conflicts between so-called "scien-
tific" or rational processes'and more existentialist or
Gestaldt approach Illustrate a possible structure on openness
to new utopias. Economic, political and religious institutions
also maintain systems.of belief which impinge or' any view of

change in mate anrVfemale roles. These is evidence however,
that the family is major variable for industrialization and

economic change (Goode, 1963).

TM Apposite kind of thinking does appear in the

anthropologist's caomparison of primitive,societies with com-
plex industrial societies. In general; the .industrial revo-
lution, or the coming of further development to backward
nations, has meant a wider range of choice for individualp
rather than a narrower one, (Nimkoff, 1965) 4-cause a wider

variety of occupational skills is necessary to fulfill an
industrial society's need of education and vocational, skill,

are transmitted through formal institutions and no longer
limited to the knowledge and skills held by family and kin.

As the labor market diversifies, new occupations emerge re-
sulting in still greater choices of roles. (U.S.D.L., 1965).

From the stan'dpoint of an individual perso is or der
positioniin a social system ha opportunities tmitations

for social action which carry with it an implicit calculation
for costs and benefits which may be extended to'include these

significant others; as that individual perceives the other's

vlkiews. The perspective of an tndividual in a family unit

attempting to evaluate the impact of social change relative

to sex roles as it alters the constraints in the cost-benefit

analysis, is necessary to consider. The Irliteraction of family

members, their sharing er lack of sharing of values, and their

resources may contribute to the individual's own access to tire

possible change in sex roles. The participation in the change

itself has reciprocities for the rest of the family members.

The role- changes may cause _a new equilibrium in the family or
lead t change in the actual family units membership`



The family, as a unit, has boundaries and -mechanisis t
accessing the larger society's ideas, technologies, opportuni-
ties and resources. Individuals may be actors for themselves
or for the unit. Such terms as "breadwinner" are used to
identify members as representative of the unit for certain
functions in linking .the family to the larger social enter

From the standpoint of the larger social institutions,
families and their individual members are particxpant4, clients,
employees, communicants; volunteers, sponsors, patients, stu-
dents, etc. In the United States most institutions related
primarily to individual although they may-have a litany-of
commenta y on the whole family as the appropriate unit of
concern.

At.- When there 'is -a change in the culture, such as the e-general
trend toward more flexible sex-role definitions, the social_
institutions-do not adopt the supports for-such changes at en
equal rate. Several mechanisms are available for accelerating
or slowing the adoption of the idea. -One of- the key strategies
for change in sex roles in the twentieth century, has been.
through the use of the legal mandate.

Mandated sex role changes may vary from small Chang -s in
an organization's employment policies to major revisions -in .a

country's constitution. The use of the term "mandate" here,
is to convey the connotation that these social changes in sex_
roles are in the formal procedures rather than in the informal
normative order. The amount of coerciveness and enforcement
accompanring such formal normative statements varies greatly
dependink on the source of the change, the formal sanctions
developed, the enforcement procedures, and the role of the
ind' idual in accessing the norm's content. Nevertheless,
manda:ed social change does carry with it an organized'attempt to
move the costs and benefits to the individual and group toward
a positive decision to conform to the change. The informAl-
norms may lead, follow, concur or lag behind the formal changes.
Other, sanctions which support, ignore, or contradict the
mandated change. ate in process at the same time.

1
Although there is some,movement toward analyzing social
programs d-id legislation for probable impact on families,
this haS not been a common practicq in the past in our
country.



When the informal normative order is markedly different
or more varied than the mandated change, the salience of
the individual's reference group to analyzing ,costs and
beTiefits is increased. If one is an active member of the
social movement, and friends and family participate, the
conflict with those who oppose change is,not lessened, but__
its meaning is well changed. Thus, a womenie liberatioh
group leader migH't well avail herself of a new policy or
law even though enforcement procedures were sldw or uncertain
and informal negatiVe sanctions were high because-6f the group
support aVailabie.

Some of the positive consequences of mandated change
for wom en and men in sex role related items:

1 Equal access :to the policy is available because the
informal norms and sanctions require being included
in the-social network or "the old boy" club.

2) Reductipn in personal and familial risk taking is
obtaingd because the options are clearer and the
costs are more obvious.
Variation in enforcement is reduced - because
records are kept and regulatory bodies are instituteC
Incongruities of Rolicies are identified and can be
alleviated.

5) Suppprt for changes in informal -norms may be gener-
ated by the experience provided by the formal
policy.

Mandated change may cause consequences which are dy -

functional to accomplishing x role flexibility.
1) Negative interest groups such as Stop E.R.A. may be

mobilized.
2) Confrontation and adversary or legations relation-

ships can develop. i.e. Some universities have
spent more fighting the suits than the projected
life-time earnings 6f the complainants (in affirma-
tive action cases).

3) The appearan'Ce of compliance may hide continuing
malpractice, when/ records do not isolate all important
factors.
High time costs to administer and access policy may
occur for the individual, the family, the sodietali
institution.
Energy diversion of opinion leaders in process of
gener'ating policy and Enforcement can occur. 6.e , a

person pursuing a Law suit is not likely to pursue
the Nobel prize).



Table Il illustrates the hypothesized utility-of formal
and informal processes for shaping changing sex roles._

-In appendix A three case studies are shown.to illustrate
the analysis. Other case studies have been-developed-showing
other aspecta. 'AS formal evaluation of such programs as
affirmative action are forthcoming, these hypotheses can be
further tested.

The foCus of this appraisal is on the family/society
interface, however individuals must also be considered. In

many situations the individual has the option of dealing
directly with the social institution as-an individual or
using his/her familial tie as the appropriate identification.
With the common view of the family as non-equalitarian in
nature equalitarian norms may tend to support individual
action, with familial impact as a secondary characteristic.
The individual can mediate the societal/family interface by
carrying the information back and forth.

To diagram sex role change from the indiyidnal's
perspective (Figure I) shows it in, tle-_perspective of choices
In life style in general.

Insert Figure IJ

In figure II, section 1 on 'role fi6ureI)- is
detailed for a,simple cost-benefit analySis from a fairly
traditional statement of likely consequences. Each section
can be developed in a similar way with reference to those
items relating to sex roles or other points of interface.
The general ppint made here is that therare costs and,
benefits to larger or smaller realms of choice.for the indi-
v idual and family.

In the case of institutional attempts to alter the costs
and benefits balance for,the familial and/or individual those
processes which capit line present actions and require least
energy to activate should have a greater probability of
success with majority. Those ProcesseS, which require 66-ver-
sion experiences and high dedication, will reach the 'few,
(see Table II). In table III four mechanisms are detailed to
show they may be used by both families and society to mediate
the interface.

[Insert Fi u
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Figure II

Illustration From Lifestyle Choices With Reference
To Costs and Rene fits

STABILITY SOCIAL CM

Sex Role
rigid) (flexible)

GROUP LOYALITY MULTI = GLSOIJR

PARTICIPATION

Fr- doer, benefits

a.) personal g'rowtb
b.) opportunity for individudli_y
c.) self-actualiation
d.) responsjbility

Custraimt benefits -
a.) simplicity
b.) predictability
c.) ease of telatin6 oitLi. iLL
d) g ou tipport_

Pkvitig the baLL
and multi- roup
a.) anomie
b.) generation 6cip
C. ) insecurity
(1 ) communicati on Lt L_0,
e.) complexiLy

LowaL
grooR_Ioyality
a.) loss of fleedon
b.) loss of social
c.) boredom



Mechanises to Brid

IABLE III

Between SseclfIc Families and Social Institutions

nFATill

BrKerage 1; an individual or individuals

nay develop skills in finding

and relating to appropriate

institutional supports

Particiation

Privacy

family Lepreseotatives fflay

interest groups to deal

wit iustitntions i.e, P.T.A.

I, indiVidUd15 £L111 Lh family

become involved in other

institutions i.e., go to school

or out to work

may withdraw from

institutions which threaten

their equilibrium, suboultuial

group such as knish, alternative

education, etc,

I. ,institutions nay train

an appoint brokers to

relate 6 families or

individuals i.e, social

workers hotliFus, public

health nurses, lawyers,

boo tors

instittUors !flay attempt to

bring families or individuals

together as populations to be

hanAed as groups ie,, corn.

nuflity organization

ihtuimmiou, prupdianda, &Ivey=

Using dad other outreach to

Lite briAkvis lu each family

1. becoeing involved with family

i.e., ILO therapy or

parent support groups 07,

1. ball:iel-S to paLjLIpaLiuu

or brokerage from families

ca u be made to exdude sumo

types uf families andiur

individuals referral

required by a doctor; re-

cords cokfideaiality



Isolation/and/or

Li7Y1C1
(Cont)

Incentives

Disincentives

TABLE III

(CONTINUED)

iy

2, families nay, evade institu-

tional norms by use of closed

doors etc, i,e,, child abuse,

wife beating

L. tdmilieS Valuate Lh impdL

of the changes for themse1ves

2. ttiii11a1 behaviot, may chaoge

requici4 institaiona1 re-

SpOnJe i.e, proportion of

women In work force

Society

L. Lhe institutica wely

singly change their

mandates

2, fannies can change

the institutions cosh

benefits egilibrium by

behavior requiring evalu-

at inn,



0, The terms, broker and brokerage, are used
of this discussion to indicate the special role
familigs and other institutions may create
with iirilteraction between .social institutsio
society knowledge of the potential resources and
an indMdual .could use is difficult to obtain.

the context
hich both
ifically deal
'a complex
ideas which
Tnrormation

16

overload js one strain. The indexitT, and accesses are complex
and often in tecludical language. There is a long stnding
belief that "no cite knows your ploblems better than you and
,no one cares 'is mu oh as you." In a miriade of problem dceas
these homilies ate true. The family may, h,A-..7ever, serve this
role of bruker fol.- the individual. For cample, the health
care of a dependent_ ch id'is almost wholly at tic ct

`values and Nt4phisLidtical of family members_ A diversity of
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7expectationsare enforced along sex -age role lines. Partic
ipants in such activites can emerge embitter'ed about the
rigidity, pleased to have met expectations and ready to
enforce them or simply unaware. In contrast when the partic-
ipation is in a situation supportive to flexible sex roles
it contributes to change positively. Consciousness raising
and other educational ventures linked with participation may
have positive influence for equilatarion sex roles.

Isolation and Priya

1 has been interes( ing Lo see Lhat wan), ut L__ (Alcdagts
in occupational world which are related to sex roles have
been 4n the area of breaking down private communication net-
works within institutions and between influential families.
This mechanism does have some strong support in the value system
for both general institutions and the institution of the family.
When mandated change requires intrusion into the sacred"
privacy of the home that alone can be the point of resistance.
Institutions can also enforce privacy. The exclusively men's
club for lunch is one women cane across in the' occupational
scene. With families inptitutions frequently 4Haitain theft_
boundaries by elaborate application forms andte demand for
referrals and recommendations. It is quite( rear that the
mechanism of isolation may be used to reducbi contact between
certain mfailies and certain institutions. This reduction o,"
be initiated by either family or insLituLi-r or Loth.

%Le tLi vc

face ds well btL1CLk1. ,nd 61.1pb te._:Le die
1 _atichis io Lh, m nipulaLioll of these s f-c pL
sible change. (../ne,.Dti_ins fu curt Ly i Lei iris of taiiil ly iiioy be

quite diftete(iLly an ,,,i,erLd tor individuals. EL.foucem,nt ot
the new pattern of ncentiv disincenti,/ may nut he
simply achieved, -tainly, of evasion _Al_t' not_ nnk,,
in many areas of hunan endeaver and ti,e long Lime winner of
sex role diSCLim On may not be _1_14in-ea easily, lhos,
incentives or di- ntives which Love quick
are likely to be Jost effect ive. The life Li e of institutions
is usually some
as family life

longer than especially
variables PLC caranCerned It is difficult

to keep u lntereJst in prescho I day care rei.,Lcm your
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children are needing after school care or alternatives Oo
Little League. Many legal schedules simply overwhelm families
and prevent their use. For example, in examining foster care
and adoption procedures one of the clear escapes for children
is simply to grow up. By the time, some questions of equity
fot the child and family may be decided legally, they are
simply not relevant to that family. The family, As instiLt
Lion, may gain some overall change, out of the use of test
cases, but usually isolAed family units rarely behefit diLeefl
from participation in enfor e-ent pLUCedUres they initiate.

Ls

ILL tl

L ta,Qe

ill Lhe L 1 i 1; 1 L1L

1 shown in relationship to th, possit, , ettects wl. the
valious wodes of doiion -11 the inLetfae- LeCwecu [ai,i1 ly clad
society may have on the pr-,cs.,es which .,ppear L. acecmuaL,L
flexible role detihitio,.s. This diagrat. is pobably hot 1

haustive of either modes o, pL -ULC related to fleiLili y
of idles however IL due. stggest sonic useful pc,,positiuLls t-,
testing either by available reseac=ch findihgs ut by 6001di
prog am experiittenrefiolL Social policy imple-eilLat . ndoe-i.
have 1the neatness of research de_ *8n bit iii telaLiot 'hip t-
LhiS topic sex _01,-S (11,1(_h diLeel lute,veotion Is alie.dy
belie 6 eel, tam cald 01 al 11iL 1 lti L. 1 u..s Ulu
fore, it is possible to use th,se ,itLempqs to clarify

feedback luto pol

L

LeioEcca ram141e6 aad social 1
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salleuL fur this par,ieulak pc"ble,li at the pke-cilL
dteas, such as CJUL1.10a, LasnLes hd 1G11gliLu a c 01:n, lli6h1

juvulved ih come. -t sex i_le d a. ..a ILL

field oi _e ion Las bee- Ltd, hioadeL paiiciLail,,h 111

eCOno. ,i c juste tloos L boLh sp scs liaa ehenb,ed lila a
cri,tion to i he hLAs -aiid ot 1.,,eadi(ineu and Lc kei witL 1[Ie
systefu, WhIl .natty fainill,s may still al..Lalil Lhe
sex rule (alLe,,L, tie opp_,L t..iult, tOL licxleiiiy L-L,amc
realizable. When the occupational aha govaArnent..1
actually cha(kges (he ,osls aud hell t L evec so s11L,ht1 y LL

provide ihcehtivs t-1 1-1 :DeA 1u1 ,.s Lei p.,111,,_:1pC(1,-,1l 1

that arena CALL bcilla Lod!, a1
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A careful theoretical and practical evaluation is needed
for those who would attempt to guide social policy( and suggest
when mandated change related to sex roles is useftil,' Formal
changes in policies or laws require much effort by change &gents
and groups, so the pay-offs should be clear in-entives for
sex role flexibility have not, as yet, been equally distributed
to all types of familial participation in occupatioo. The dual-
employment family may find many traditional sex role incentives

when attempting to relate to occupational irestitutions_ The
dual-career family may find a ontvilineaL soL of ittceutives wit',

encouragement lessoning as Liik: Lup of Lhe t pper middle class
structure is approached by the family
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.APPENDIX A

ALYSES

d eed -Chan e: Co _feted'

Naternity leavefor faculty members at a large
university instituted.
Previous.lorm41 norm.- none.
Previous informal-norm - usually no one asked to _tay;
one faculty' member decided t'o remain and administrator
had to make 1.113-policy 4EL:they. went,.

Concurrent Lerner Social Climate:

udicial rulings suggested that maternity leave
a right of l'..mmen employees
the state was recidired to give maternity leave to
public school teachers
union organized at university.
national government enforcement of affirmative action

Ease of Access Enforcement

moved from only wn about informally to officially
published
faculty appear satisfied that the policy is in fact
available easily and without harrassment

Use of Policy

has gone up markedly especially among staff members
who are the largest number of women employed at the
university

Cost-Benefit to Individual p.1:0__Famqy

choices available: short "sick" leave 1 year unpaid
leave

4 part time appointment possible
lack of policy articulating 'to promotion and tenure
policy means individual bears the risk of not having
enough productivity_ if she uses reduced load concept
lack of on-site day care reduces option to work and
nurse



familial interests appear to be the primary values
for the individual' choice
any chtlice results '.in low cost to university

sessment of-Value o the Mandated Chan

highly wort hile to woman
standardized pportuni y maintains degree of individual
flexibility
useful to organization in ,reducing administ ative
ecision making- costs

accentuates familial and individual choices

II. Mandated Change:- In Progress

affirmative action firing and retention of women and
minorities
previous .formal norm - none
previous informal norms - varied but mostly a "gentle-
an's Agreement" to favor white male condidates by

searching where they are found

Concurrent Social Cli a

judicial rulings granting damages and relief to com-
plainants
governmental policy changes on funding
economic hard tithes reducing job expansion'in higher
education
large numbers of qualified applicants
women's movement rising
black movement in state of flux

Ease of Access of Enforcement

on the surface appears easy: affirmative action officer
on eadh campus, regional and national agency concerned
American Association of University Professors and other
professional groups have officially backed the enforcement
judgments have been gotten for women and minorities
in actual practIce.where women have. sought to use_ the

. process at other institutions, the time frame is long
and tedious and the informal harrassment is high
the'remediation Of reinstatement may be a punishment
for the victorious woman
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expense it not .high' when government takes rase,
private groups are, needed, may not be available
easily, i.e., American Association of University
Professors

P American Civil Liberties Union
many informal holding straTegies being used by
institutions, affirmative action officers continually
must'monitor to catch even the most obvious irregular-
ities

Use of Policy

such high complaint leVel that United States Department
of Health, Educatian, and Welfare is not abli to
process all
U.S.D.H.E.W. hattried to drop individual Op plaint
process
locally affirmative action officer works pr arily it
hiring practices, high level of interaction eeaed

0' independent law suits filed

Cat-Benefit to Individual

emotional cost of legation
emotional cost o f initiation
financial cost of being underemployed or unemployed
during legation-
time costs

4

merit of Value of Mandated Chan e

without it - no action at all
with it slow and reluctant compliance - high cost to
individUal to use formal enforcement route

III. Mandated Change:, Suggested

Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution:
Present formal norm - a variety of judicial interke a-
tions leaning toward equal rights but having odd and
inconsistent exceptions.
Present informal norms - large portion of population
favors traditional sex role stereotype e-but equAl pay for
equal work; strong social movement among an articulate
minority for equal rights.



many states .have ratified,
-several small,:articulatel traditional' grOupt:See
much damage from such an amendment and are lobbying
against it
several large groups attempting to Cdordinate,suppor
butjaot_all in agreement about its purposes and'
utility

27

Ease of Access of Enforcement

impact of constitutional amendment clear to. judicial
policysimplifies legation
implications vast,, many unknown
informal persuasion techniqUes,may'become more effective
so_recourse to legation not as necessary
formal enforcement will-tre-expensive-unlesa-supporting-
policiessadopted by institutions and government


